02.02.2021
CIRCULAR

Special officers of Kakinada & Tadepalligudem, and all the Principals of affiliated PG
colleges are here by informed to conduct the counselling to fill the vacant seats left over after
the I & II Phase NANNAYCET-2020 online admissions, in the respective campuses / colleges
itself, under Convener/Spot/Management Quotas.
Guidelines:
➢ 05.02.2021 and 06.02.2021 for Seats in ST, SC, BC & EWS categories, based on the
Rank / in case of tie in the rank, percentage in the qualifying degree should be taken
in to consideration. (Seats left over in any category, will be converted to open
category in the evening of 06.02.2021).
➢ 08.02.2021 and 09.02.2021 for Open Category seats to be filled based on the Rank /
in case of tie in the rank, percentage in the qualifying degree should be taken in to
consideration.
➢ 10.02.2021 and 11.02.2021 Spot admissions for the left over seats for CET or NonCET candidates.
12.02.2021 and 13.02.2021 for Management Quota admissions (Self finance quota
for AKNU campuses of KKD & TPG)
While giving admissions the principals are here by informed to verify the original certificates
scrupulously as per the check list enclosed herewith and collect all Original Certificates and a set of
Xerox copies of all certificates along with two passport size photos of the candidate.
Table of Eligibility Criteria:

Test Code &
Name
101- Life
Sciences

Course code & Name

Eligibility

10101: M.Sc. Biochemistry

B.Sc./B.Sc. (Vocational) Chemistry/ Biochemistry as oneof the three
subjects (as main wherever applicable) and B.Sc. (Vocational) with
Food Science & Quality Control

10102: M.Sc. Biotechnology

B.Sc./B.Sc. (Vocational) with any two of the following subjects:
Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Botany, Zoology Chemistry,
Microbiology, Env. Sciences, Human Genetics,Fisheries, Aquaculture
and Mathematics,B.Sc. (Vocational) with Food Science & Quality
Control.

10103: M.Sc. Botany

B.Sc. with Botany and any other two science subjects including
vocational subjects.
B.Sc. with Zoology (as main wherever applicable) and any other two
science subjects / B.Sc. with Aquaculture, Fisheries and Industrial
Fisheries.

10104: M.Sc Aquaculture

10105: M.Sc. Zoology

B.Sc with.Zoology (as main wherever applicable) and any other two
science
subjects/B.Sc.
with
Aquaculture,Fisheries
and
IndustrialFisheries.

102- Physical
Sciences

10106: M.Sc. Microbiology

B.Sc./B.Sc. Vocational with a combination of any two of the following
subjects: Microbiology, Biochemistry,Botany,Zoology, Chemistry,
Human Genetics,Environmental Sciences, Home Science, Dairy
Sciences,Fisheries,
Appl.Nutrition,
Nutrition
&
Dietetics,Biotechnology, Medical Lab Technology, Public
Health,Nursing,
Plant
Protection,
Agriculture
and
Horticulture,Forestry, B.Sc. Agriculture,B.Sc. Home Science.

10107: M.Sc Clinical
Nutrition

B.Sc with any life science subject as one of the subjects in part II /
B.Sc. Home Science / B.Sc (Vocational) food science and quality
control / B.Sc Nutrition as one of the subjects
B.Sc.with Physics (as main wherever applicable), Mathematics and
any other non-biological science subject.

10201: M.Sc.Physics
10202: MSc Geophysics

10203: M.Sc Electronics

B.Sc., with Electronics (as main wherever applicable), Mathematics
and any other subject. B.Sc. Mathematics, Physics and any other
subject with P.G. Diploma in Electronics

103Mathematical
Sciences

10301: M.Sc. Applied
Mathematics
10302: M.Sc. Mathematics

B.A/B.Sc.with Mathematics (as main wherever applicable)

104- Chemical
Sciences

10401: M.Sc. Analytical
Chemistry
10402: M.Sc. Organic
Chemistry
10403: M.Sc. Physical
Chemistry
10501: M.Sc. Geology
(Petroleum Exploration)
10601: M.Sc. Computer
Science

B.Sc./B.Sc. (Vocational) with Chemistry /Applied Chemistry as one
of the Subjects.

105- Geology
106- Computer
Sciences
201Humanities &
Social
Sciences

20101: M.Com.
20102: M.A. Economics

B.A/B.Sc.with Mathematics (as main wherever applicable)

B.Sc. /B.Sc. (Vocational) with Chemistry / Applied Chemistry and
Mathematics & Physics as the other two subjects.
B.Sc. with Geology
(i) Mathematics as a course of study at 10+2 level; and (ii) Three year
B.Sc. degree programme with Mathematicsand computer science /
Three year B.C.A. degree programme
B.Com. (Including vocational and restructured courses), B.B.M.

20110: M.A. Econometrics

B.A./B.Sc with Economics as one of the subjects / B.Com
(General/Vocational/Computer Applications) / B.B.A

20103: M.H.R.M.

Any graduate degree recognized by any Govt University.

20104 : M.A. History
20105: M.A. Political
Science
20106: M. A. Public
Administration
20107: M.A. Psychology
20108: M.A. Social Work
20109: M.Ed. - (2 years
duration)

B.Ed., B.Ed (Special Education) degree of any University recognized
by NCTE/RCI with aggregate of 50% marks (Subject to NCTE
recognition

202- English

20201: M.A. English

B.A.
(special
english)/
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com./B.A.(OL-Oriental
LearningL)/ B.F.A./ B.A.L. (with Part-I General English for a minimum
of 200 marks or more).

203- Telugu

20301: M.A. Telugu

B.A./B.Com./B.Sc./ with Telugu as a subject of study or B.A.(OL) or
Bhasha praveena with Part I Telugu of B.A. or B.Com. Or Bhasha
Praveena with POL(Proficiency of Oriental Learning).

204- Hindi

20401: M.A. Hindi

205- M.P.Ed

20501: M. P. Ed

Any bachelor degree in Arts, Science or Commerce with Hindi as one
of the subjects or any bachelor degree in Arts, Science or Commerce
without Hindi as one of the subjects, but with a diploma such as
Sahitya Ratna, Bhasha Praveeba or Vidwan or Equivalent to that.
B.P. Ed. Or B. P. E. equivalent to B. P. Ed.

4. Candidates from other recognized Universities are considered for admission into PG Arts and
Science courses only if they possess a three-year Bachelor Degree of 10+2+3 or 12+3 or 11+1+3
pattern, with the prescribed minimum percentage of marks, unless otherwise specified. Candidates
who acquired Bachelor Degree by Distance Education without 10+2+3 pattern are also eligible for
admission into P.G. Courses, subject to submission of residence certificate.
5. Bachelor Degrees of B.A./B.Sc./B.Com./B.A.Litt. and B.L. from Universities other than AP should
be recognized by the University as equivalent thereto.
6. The requirement for admission into all Science and Engineering Courses offered by the university
is a minimum aggregate of 50% marks in Group Subjects (Part II) of the qualifying examination
unless or otherwise specified. For SC and ST candidates, a minimum aggregate of 45% marks in
group subjects (Part II) is sufficient.
7. The requirement for Arts and Commerce is generally a pass in the appropriate qualifying degree.
8. The requirement for M.Ed course is a pass with a minimum aggregate of 50% marks OC/BC and
45% for SC & ST Candidates.
9. ALLOWING A CANDIDATE FOR NANNAYACET-2020 DOES NOT GUARANTEE A RIGHT
OF ADMISSION INTO THE COURSE OF STUDY. A candidate must satisfy the eligibility criteria
as given in Appendix-I. Candidates allowed to take the entrance test and subsequently getting seats
by furnishing false information are liable for prosecution and cancellation of seats without notice.
The decision of the admitting authority is final.
10. Candidates who have already completed one P.G. course (Professional or Non-Professional) will not
be provided hostel accommodation and will not be considered for any type of scholarship
whatsoever, as per G.O.s. in force. As per Govt of A.P. Social Welfare (Edn) Department Memo
No. 10537 / SW. Edn. 2/2011 dated. 01.11.2011: The Maximum eligible age for obtaining
scholarship in respect of SC, ST and BC is 34 years and in respect of EBC / Minorities /
Disabled is 30 years for PG and above courses. However as per the latest G.O.Ms.No.77,
dt.25.12.2020 there is no fee reimbursement for any student belonging to any category (i.e.
EWS/SC/ST/BC) who opts to join in a private aided /unaided affiliated PG college will not get
any type of fee reimbursement.

11. The candidates must report by 9.00AM on the respective dates of counseling with all
required original certificates and course fee. Registration will be done between 9am to 11
am only. If the candidate fails to register within the specified time (9 am to 11 am) his /
her rank will not be considered for allotting the seats irrespective of merit.
12. If the candidate gets admission, seat allotment will be done on the same day and he/she has to
pay the total course fee immediately in the cash counter. Otherwise the candidate will lose the
seat.
13. The candidates must report by the time mentioned in the above schedule on the respective dates
of counseling with all required original certificates and course fee.
Certificates to be submitted at the time of the counselling
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Counseling fee of Rs.500/- and Rs.250/- for SC, ST (for fresh candidates only)
Total Course fee amount in cash for admission (Check the fee structure file)
NANNAYA CET - 2020 Rank Card & Hall Ticket.
Degree/Provisional Pass Certificate.
Consolidated Marks statement of the Qualifying Examination.

➢ Transfer and Conduct Certificate from the institution where the candidate last studied.
Candidates who have completed /studied already or discontinued and seeking admission to
second PG or professional course should submit TC relating to first PG course only.
➢ Migration Certificate (for other Universities).
➢ Date of Birth Certificate (SSC/Matriculation or equivalent Certificate).
➢ Study Certificates for the last seven years or Residence Certificate for preceding seven years
of the qualifying examination.
➢ Intermediate original certificate.
➢ Valid latest Community Certificate issued by the competent authority in case of
SC/ST/BC/EBC/Minority candidates.
➢ Valid latest income certificate issued by M.R.O./ Thasildar or white ration card if fee
concession is claimed.
➢ 4 recent passport size Photos.
➢ Physical fitness certificate from an Asset. Civil Surgeon.
➢ One set of Photostat copies of all the above certificates.
➢ After verification of the certificates, the candidate will get all his/her Original certificates
back except T.C., C.C. and Migration certificate. The receipt of these original certificates
shall be given to the candidate.
14. Within the convener quota if Non-Cet candidates are given admissions they will be treated as spot
admissions and a processing fee of the 1000/- per each candidates should be collected by the O/o
DOA at the time of ratification.
15. If some of the candidates, have written NANNAYACET-2020, and did not attend
NANNAYACET-2020 counseling in any phase yet are given admission under convener quota, a
processing fee of Rs.500/- will be collected by o/o the DOA per each candidate at the time of
ratification.
16. Seats under Management Quota if any should be filled only after processing the permission from
the o/o CDC. These admissions will not be ratified without the proceedings of CDC to this effect.
17. At the time of ratification, no dues certificate from CDC and payment of DOA course wise
processing fee & examination fee of Rs.2000/- per candidate for all first year students is
compulsory.
18. Ratification will be done from 18th to 20th February,2021
19. Category wise vacant seats will be uploaded in the website on 04.02.2021. Special officers /
principals are requested to follow the norms specified for reserved seats with out fail.

NORMS for Reserved Seats in various categories:
➢

The allocation of percentage of seats as detailed below is as per G.O.M.S.No.184, Education
(EC-2) Department, dt. 20-08-1993, and G.0.M. S.No.116 SW(CV-1) dt. 10-12-1999 as
amended up-to-date:

➢

Scheduled Cates (SC):15%: Scheduled Tribes (ST):6%; and Listed Backward Classes (BC:
29%, A-7%, B-10%, C-1%, D-7%and E-4%)

➢

33.33% of the seats in each course shall be reserved in favor of women candidates in each
category. This rule of reservation shall not be applicable if women candidates selected on merit
in each category form 33.33% or more of the seats therein. In the absence of eligible women
candidates in categories of SC, ST, BC Group A, B, C, D, E, CAP, NCC, PH and Sports, those
seats will be filed in with men candidates of the same category. (G.O.M.S.no.184, dt.20-81993);

20. In case of seats reserved for women conversions should be done as detailed bellow:
➢ ST(W) -> ST (G) -> SC(W) -> SC(G) -> OC(W)->OC(G)
➢ BC-A(W)-> BC-A(G) -> BC-B(W)-> BC-B(G)-> BC-C(W)-> BC-C(G)-> BC-D(W)->
BE-D(G)-> BC-E(W)-> BE-E(G)-> BC-A(W) -> BC-A(G)

21. In case of General seats in different categories conversions should be as detailed bellow:
➢ ST(G)-> SC(G)->ST(G) -> OC(G)
➢ BC-A(G)-> BC-B(G)-> BC-C(G)-> BC-D(G)-> BC-E(G)->BC-A(G)-> OC(G)
(In any case the cycle of conversion should begin and end with the same category, that means
A -> A & then OC, B -> B & then OC etc.,)
22.

Supernumerary seats of 10 percent are given for each program under EWS category. If not filled
these seats should not be converted to open category, they should be left vacant.
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